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Mercy-USA Responds to One of the Worst
Natural Disasters in Human History
December 26, 2004 affected the entire world in ways few other days in
human history have. That day witnessed an almost unimaginable
disaster that had a direct impact on approximately ten countries along
the Indian Ocean and on families from numerous other nations around
the world. The massive earthquake off the Indonesian Island of
Sumatra and the subsequent tsunami that it caused brought death and
destruction to hundreds of thousands of persons from many countries.
Mercy-USA for Aid and Development (M-USA) responded immediately
to this disaster by mobilizing its staff and local partners to provide aid
to survivors in three of the most-affected countries: Indonesia, India
and Somalia.

A family farmer in Indonesia
receiving a FAO seed package
from M-USA.

Indonesia
M-USA has focused primarily on Indonesia, the country most seriously
affected by this disaster, with more than 220,000 dead or missing, over
500,000 left homeless, approximately 240,000 homes destroyed or
damaged, and economic losses estimated at around $4.5 billion. The
United Nations estimates that it will take five to ten years to rebuild what
the earthquake and subsequent tsunami destroyed in seconds.

A home nearly completed in
Seubun Ketapang

Reconstruction Phase
Since April 2005, Mercy-USA’s office and staff in Indonesia have
concentrated on reconstruction and rehabilitation with a special emphasis
on shelter, water and sanitation, and livelihood support.
From August 2005 to July 2006, Mercy-USA is rebuilding about 100 homes
in the village of Seubun Ketapang in Aceh Besar District. M-USA is also
constructing a fresh water system (a deep well with piping) for the
residents of this village, which was destroyed by the December 2004
tsunami.

Seubun Ketapang Village under
reconstruction by M-USA.

From July 2005 to February 2006, with the support of the United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization
(FAO), Mercy-USA distributed 47 hand tractors, 25 threshers, 5 reapers and 50 water pumps that are being used by
over 2,700 farming families on the island of Simuelue. M-USA also provided these families with 41,000 pounds of
rice seed, 1,100 lb. of maize seed, 200 mixed vegetable seed packages, 600 hoes and rakes (300 each) and
327,000 lb. of fertilizers. These inputs are helping these families to support themselves once again.
From April to July 2005, M-USA constructed a fresh water system (a deep well with piping) for 300 homeless
persons living in a temporary shelter in Aceh Besar district.
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Emergency Relief Phase
From January to March 2005, M-USA, in partnership with a local
non-governmental organization, the National Humanitarian
Foundation (Indonesian acronym PKPU), provided emergency
relief in the form of food packages and household kits. During
that same period, M-USA and PKPU also dug water wells and built
sanitary latrines for displaced persons.

Homes under construction by M-USA in
Seubun Ketapang Village..

In January and February 2005, M-USA, working with PKPU,
distributed food packages (containing rice, noodles, canned
sardines, biscuits, bottled water, etc.) to 1,200 homeless families
near Banda Aceh and Meulaboh. In March 2005, M-USA and
PKPU distributed six-month household kits (containing kitchen
items, towels, toiletries, clothing, plastic mats, candles, matches,
etc.) to 400 homeless families near Banda Aceh and Meulaboh.

During February and March 2005, M-USA, working with PKPU, dug water wells and built latrines in ten
camps/temporary shelters in Aceh Besar. This water and sanitation project has been benefiting approximately
4,000 persons.

India
Over 10,000 people in India were killed by the tsunami, and
numerous coastal villages flooded and either destroyed or
damaged. From January to March 2005, M-USA, through our local
partner United Economic Forum (UEF), distributed food packages
(containing rice, lentils, oil, sugar, tea, etc.), kitchen kits
(containing pots, pans, plates, bowls, cups, utensils, etc.), clothes,
plastic tarpaulins, ceiling fans for temporary shelters, sheets and
blankets to approximately 2,000 families left homeless by the
tsunami in the states of Andhra Pradesh and Tamil Nadu.
Tsunami displaced families in India
receiving M-USA Kitchen Kits.

Somalia
Despite Somalia’s distance from the epicenter of the December 26
earthquake, the destructive tsunami waves traveled across the
Indian Ocean to devastate parts of Somalia’s coast, particularly the
Hafun area in the northeastern part of the country. Many fishing
villages were inundated, and the livelihoods of hundreds of
vulnerable families destroyed. In April and May 2005, M-USA’s
staff assisted 100 tsunami-affected families in Hafun to restart their
small fishing businesses. Mercy-USA provided these families with
nets, hooks, anchors, buoys and other necessary equipment to
allow them to support themselves once again.
M-USA Program Manager Ghassan Husni
greeting the Indonesian President Susilo
Bambang Yudhoyono during his visit to Aceh
on the first anniversary of the
tsunami disaster.
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Mercy-USA Aids Earthquake Survivors in Pakistan and Kashmir
On October 8, 2005 a 7.6-magnitude earthquake struck the northern
part of Pakistan and Kashmir destroying villages and towns, killing over
75,000 people in Pakistan and 1,300 persons in Indian-Administered
Kashmir, and leaving several million persons homeless.
From October 2005 to March 2006, Mercy-USA for Aid and
Development provided emergency shelter and medical aid to over
37,000 earthquake survivors in Pakistan and Kashmir.

Medical Treatment
From October 14, 2005 to March 31, 2006, M-USA supported the
medical teams sent by Canadian Relief Foundation (CRF) to Pakistan to
treat injured and sick survivors of this devastating earthquake. During
this period, these teams treated over 18,500 patients (including 3,108
children under the age of five and 2,047 elderly patients over the age
of 60) at three permanent hospitals, three field hospitals and 40 mobile
clinics that serviced remote villages in Pakistani Kashmir.

A doctor treating a woman injured
in the October earthquake at an
M-USA funded field clinic.

Services provided by these teams included major and minor surgery, physiotherapy, occupational therapy, primary
care and vaccinations, as well as, technical training for local Pakistani health care professionals.

Emergency Shelter
From November 2005 to January 2006, Mercy-USA,
through CRF and the Association of Physicians of
Pakistani Descent of North America, distributed
1,200 winterized tents to 1,200 homeless families
(about 6,600 persons) and 7,000 thermal blankets to
over 3,150 families (over 16,000 persons) in the Azad
Kashmir (AK) and Northwest Frontier (NWFP)
Provinces of Pakistan. The table left contains
detailed information on these distributions:
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M-USA and its local partners are planning to reconstruct homes and public infrastructure

Three generations of this
family relaxing near their
winterized tent.

in Pakistan
ofsewage
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like roads and water and
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M-USA and its local partners are planning to reconstruct homes and public infrastructure like roads and water and
sewage systems in a village in Pakistan severely damaged by the October 2005 earthquake.
Relief for Persons Affected by Hurricanes Katrina and Rita

4 From September to December 2005, Mercy-USA for Aid and Development's disaster

response teams and the organization's hurricane response office, that was based in Lake
Charles, Louisiana, assisted over 300 hurricane-affected families from New Orleans and
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Controlling Tuberculosis in Somalia
During 2005, Mercy-USA for Aid and Development continued carrying out its
well-recognized tuberculosis (TB) treatment and prevention program in
Somalia. This program consists of specialized treatment centers with public
education and community outreach.
Opened in 1994, Mercy-USA’s center in Mogadishu was the first specialized TB
treatment facility to begin operation in Somalia after the outbreak of civil war
in 1990. M-USA’s second center opened in the northeastern city of Bossaso in
1995, and the third began in 1999 at our mother/child health clinic (MCH) in
the southern town of Jilib. Mercy-USA’s fourth center opened in 2005 in the
northern city of Las Anod and is supported by a sub-grant from GFATM.
These four centers, which have a cure rate of about 80% to 85%, treated
more than 1,500 TB patients in 2005. M-USA utilizes the most effective TB
treatment strategy, the Directly Observed Treatment Short-course (DOTS)
method. During 2005, over 7,000 additional persons were also tested for
potential TB infection by the laboratories at our centers.
In addition to testing and treatment, our centers educate their local
communities about TB prevention. During 2005, approximately 40,000
persons benefited directly or indirectly through health education seminars and
educational radio programs conducted by Mercy-USA health personnel. Also,
in 2005, M-USA’s TB centers trained 45 nursing students.
A TB patient receiving his daily

Through an agreement with the United Nations World Food Programme
medicine at M-USA's TB Treatment
(WFP), M-USA’s Bossaso and Mogadishu Centers also provided 82,000 pounds
Center in Mogadishu, Somalia.
of food for TB patients and their families. Since 1994, the World Health
Organization (WHO) has been providing Mercy-USA with all TB medicines free-of-charge.

Helping Flood Survivors in Bangladesh to Rebuild
From January to June 2005, Mercy-USA for Aid and Development funded the reconstruction of homes, tube wells
and sanitary latrines in Bangladesh that were destroyed by severe flooding in the summer of 2004. Mercy-USA,
through our local partner Islamic Aid Bangladesh (IAB), rebuilt 140 homes for approximately 840 persons.
During the same period, M-USA also dug 140 tube wells to provide safe drinking water and constructed 168
sanitary latrines to improve hygienic conditions for over 8,600 flood-affected persons.
Severe flooding throughout Bangladesh during July and August 2004 adversely affected over 33.5 million
people, killing more than 725 persons, and forcing about 1.7 million people to seek refuge in homeless shelters.
Over 4 million homes were destroyed or damaged during the flooding, and more
than 300,000 persons contracted illnesses like diarrhea and dysentery from
drinking unsafe water.

A flood-affected family standing in front of their new
home in Bangladesh.
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A man in Bangladesh using his new
tube well to collect fresh water
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M-USA Continues its US Government-Funded Support
of Small Farmers in Bosnia
(CPI), assisted approximately 1,500 families under the
forestry component, and about 75 acres of forest were
cleaned and thinned out to restore biodiversity. Also,
during that same period, CPI trained approximately
2,000 family farmers through technical support
seminars on a variety of topics including: orchard
planting; sunflower and rape seed oil production;
medicinal herb production; protection of fruit trees from
illnesses and pests; and the economics of fruit growing
and oil seed and medicinal herb production, etc.

A family in Brcko, Bosnia in their USDA-funded
greenhouse received from M-USA

From August 2003 to March 2006, under a grant worth
almost $3 million from the United States Department of
Agriculture, Mercy-USA for Aid and Development
distributed poultry (egg-layer and broiler) packages,
fruit tree packages with hand tools, chainsaws, bees and
beehives, hay trimmers, livestock feed mills or
greenhouses to 2,369 families living in the Brcko District
of Bosnia.

The projects, funded under this USDA agreement, have
impacted approximately 15,000 people directly through
the distribution of agricultural inputs and seedlings, as
well as the provision of technical training. In addition,
thousands more have indirectly benefited through
general improvements to the Brcko District’s
environment. With USDA’s support, Mercy-USA has
already helped returnee and formerly displaced families
take an important step towards a return to selfsufficiency in the near and long term by facilitating the
production of food at home.
Under two previous USDA grants, M-USA provided over
6,460 displaced and returnee families in Brcko District
with various agricultural inputs to assist them in reviving
their small farming businesses. Mercy-USA has also
trained executives and managers in the wheat milling
industry and other agri-businesses.

During this period, M-USA also provided over 1,780 of
these families with training specific to their choice of
input through group seminars on poultry and orchard
care, greenhouse production and beekeeping.
Additionally, Mercy-USA contracted with local
agronomists to ensure that on-site consultation and
technical support was available to any client family that
needed it.
In March 2006, Mercy-USA began construction on an
Agriculture Education Center (AEC) in Brcko. The AEC
project, which includes the building of a 10,890 squarefoot greenhouse, will serve as a theoretical and practical
training center for all of our beneficiary farmers plus all
farmers in and around the Brcko District. It is expected
that the AEC, initiated under this USDA grant, will
directly and indirectly benefit approximately 4,000
farmers per year.

M-USA distributing fruit-tree and hand tool
packages in Brcko District.

In 2004, M-USA’s subcontractor for the forestry and
agri-training components, Counterpart International
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Seasonal Food Aid and Clothing Provided Around the World
During 2005, Mercy-USA for Aid and Development provided meat,
rice, pasta, beans, cooking oil, flour, other food items and clothing to
approximately 100,000 vulnerable persons in Albania, Bosnia,
Indonesia, Kenya, Kosovo, Somalia, Bangladesh, India, and to Chechen
refugees in Turkey. M-USA distributed the above food items and
clothing to orphans, the elderly, displaced individuals, refugees,
persons with disabilities and those living in poverty.
Food was provided as hot meals and food packages during the Muslim
fasting month of Ramadan, while the clothing was distributed as gifts
during Eid ul-Fitr, the holiday that marks the end of the fast. Fresh
qurbani meat was distributed during the Muslim holiday of Eid ul-Adha.

School children in India with their M-USA
Ramdan food packages.

Relief for Persons Affected by Hurricanes Katrina and Rita
From September to December 2005, Mercy-USA for
Aid and Development’s disaster response teams and
the organization’s hurricane response office, that
was based in Lake Charles, Louisiana, assisted over
300 hurricane-affected families from New Orleans
and other parts of Louisiana. Assistance was
provided to evacuees and local hurricane-affected
families in the Lake Charles and Houston areas.
Within a few days of
Hurricane Katrina’s
destructive landfall,
an M-USA assessment
team visited
Houston, Baton
Rouge, and
southwestern
M-USA CEO Umar al-Qadi and M- Louisiana. The
USA’s Disaster Response
Mercy-USA team
Coordinator Fathi Mohamed with
met with evacuees
Lake Charles Mayor Randy Roach
and Director of Community Services from the New
Orleans area and
Esther Vincent after meeting on
September 20, 2005.
some of the local
communities and organizations housing them.
During September 2005, Mercy-USA staff distributed
twin mattresses, tents, first aid materials (including
antibiotic, burn and insect-bite ointments,
antiseptics, bandages, gauze and tape, eye wash,
hand sanitizer, medical gloves, etc.), inflatable camp
mattresses, tarpaulins, fans, sheets, towels, diapers,
hygiene packages, brooms, clothing, slippers, bottled
water, ice, Gatorade, juice, batteries, and other
items to evacuees at Sam Houston Jones State Park,
Moss Bluff and other areas around Lake Charles, LA.
From October to December 2005, M-USA staff made
assessment trips to New Orleans and provided relief
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in Houston and Lake
Charles. They met
with community
leaders, FEMA and
other government
officials and with
returnees in New
Orleans and
M-USA Disaster Response
evacuees housed in
Coordinator Fathi Mohamed
apartments, hotels
distributing a vacuum and other
household items to an evacuee
and private homes
family housed in Houston.
around Houston and
Lake Charles. M-USA staff also distributed
furniture store vouchers, food packages, store gift
cards, twin mattresses, microwaves, vacuum cleaners,
pillows, kitchen kits (containing pots, pans, cooking
and eating utensils, dishes and cups), toys, first aid
materials and other items to many of these families.
M-USA closed its Lake Charles’ office in midDecember 2005 but has continued to assist
hurricane-affected individuals through local
community organizations. Through a partnership
with Rebuilding Together/Calcasieu, a local charity in
Calcasieu Parish in southwestern Louisiana, MercyUSA will be funding repairs to the homes of
vulnerable persons like the elderly and persons with
disabilities.

M-USA CFO Anas Alhaidar
distributing aid to
hurricane evacuees at Sam
Houston Jones State Park.

M-USA staff delivering
mattresses to a HurricaneKatrina displaced family
from New Orleans.
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Mercy-USA Successfully Completes Second US GovernmentFunded School Lunch Program in Albania
From September 2004 to June 2005, under a $3.2 million grant from the United States Department of Agriculture
(USDA), Mercy-USA for Aid and Development (M-USA) provided daily lunch to over 32,000 vulnerable school
children in ten districts in the economically depressed northern and central regions of Albania.
The objectives of this project, like a similar one in the 2002/2003 academic year, were to improve the children’s
nutrition and encourage attendance, reduce drop out rates, especially among girls, and improve academic
performance. In addition, M-USA improved the hygiene and health knowledge and awareness of these students
and their teachers through seminars conducted by our health monitors.
The school lunch program helped alleviate the students’ hunger
and increased their daily calorie intake while in school. The added
nutrition and energy helped students learn more attentively, and, as
a result, their academic performance improved.
All student achievement indicators increased at the end of the
2004/2005 school year when compared to the previous one. Total
student enrollment increased 4.4% (from 30,782 in 2003-2004 to
32,143 in 2004-2005). Among girls, enrollment increased 4.9%
(from 15,084 in 2003-2004 to 15,825 in 2004-2005). Total student
attendance increased 0.7% (from 98.7% in 2003-2004 to 99.4% in
2004-2005).
School children in Albania enjoying
their lunch.

Moreover, the total percentage of students who successfully passed
increased 2% (from 97% who passed in 2003-2004 to 99% in
2004-2005). Total student average marks increased 8% (from 7.2
out of 10 in 2003-2004 to 7.8 in 2004-2005) and specifically 9%
among girls (from 7.3 out of 10 to 8.0).

Additionally, Mercy-USA and its local partners have built and
improved infrastructure, such as kitchens, lunch rooms and
water and sanitation, at 39 schools. These infrastructure
improvements include the construction of approximately one
mile of water piping in Gjorm village, the extension of water
piping in Fushe Kuqe village, the digging of a water well in
Kus village, plus the renovation and construction of 33 school
kitchens and four dining rooms.
In our efforts to build the capacity of local implementing
partners, M-USA organized five training workshops: three for
organizational/managerial development and financial
management, and two for health education. Moreover, the
project created nearly 340 new full and part-time jobs at the
businesses and implementing partners involved in storing,
transporting, preparing, serving and monitoring the lunches
for the children.
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Teachers and parents distributing lunch to
school children in Albania.
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Computer Software and
English Language Training in Protecting the Health of Mothers
Bosnia
and Children in Somalia
Since 1998, through a mobile center (computers and
other training materials are moved from one fixed site
to another), Mercy-USA for Aid and Development has
been providing computer software training to
individuals in towns throughout the Tuzla Canton.
Three-month training courses are given in the leading
basic office software, Windows, Microsoft Word and
Excel.
At the end of each training session, students are tested,
and if they have mastered the required skills they
receive a certificate. Employers in the region recognize
the quality of the training and some have requested MUSA to setup specific courses for their employees. As of
December 2005, over 1,100 persons have graduated
from this program.
In 2004, Mercy-USA initiated a series of two-month
long intensive English language courses in Srebrenik
Municipality in northeastern Bosnia. As of December
2005, over 200 persons have successfully completed
these courses.

Restoring the Vision of
Cataract Patients in Somalia
In 2005, Mercy-USA for Aid and Development, in
collaboration with the Eye Unit of Kikuyu Hospital in
Kenya and Arafat Hospital and Zam Zam Foundation in
Somalia, helped restore the vision of approximately
2,200 persons suffering from cataracts in Somalia. MUSA and Zam Zam Foundation arranged for joint teams
from Kikuyu and Arafat Hospitals to operate on the
cataract patients in Mogadishu. All of these patients are
now able to see.

Doctors perform surgery to
restore vision of cataract
patients.
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Since 1997, Mercy-USA for Aid and Development has
operated a mother/child health clinic (MCH) in the Jilib
District of southern Somalia. The MCH not only serves
mothers, children, and women of childbearing age, but
also the general public.
The clinic provides curative services, labor and delivery,
pre-natal and post-natal care, immunizations, and
micronutrients like vitamin A supplements. In 2005, the
MCH treated over 11,000 patients and immunized over
13,500 children and women against measles, diphtheria,
pertussis, tetanus, polio or tuberculosis. M-USA also
distributed vitamins (especially vitamin A) and provided
health and nutrition seminars to over 6,200 mothers.
In addition, Mercy-USA continues to chlorinate over 100
wells and other water sources in Jilib and around Somalia’s
capital city Mogadishu to prevent waterborne illnesses like
cholera. UNICEF provides M-USA with vaccines,
medicines, chlorine and other medical supplies.
Since 1990, Somalia has not had a widely recognized or
strong central government, and has been ravaged by
intermittent civil war, famine and drought. This tragic
situation has led to a total collapse of the country’s fragile
public infrastructure, including the health care system.
Non-governmental organizations, like Mercy-USA, have
been filling the gap left by the absence of government
institutions. M-USA is primarily responsible for health
services in the Jilib District.

A doctor examining patients at M-USA's MCH Clinic
in Jilib, Somalia.
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Founded in 1986, Mercy-USA, for
Aid and Development
(M-USA), is a nonprofit relief
and development organization
dedicated to alleviating human
suffering and supporting
individuals and their
communities in their efforts
to become more self-sufficient.
M-USA ‘s projects focus on
improving health and promoting
economic and educational growth
around the world.

Board of Directors
Ms. Zakia Mahasa, Chairperson

Mr. Faizil Baksh
Dr. Ali El-Menshawi
• All members of the Board of Directors serve as
volunteers.
__________

Mr. Umar al-Qadi, President & CEO
Mr. Anas Alhaidar, CFO
Independent Financial Auditors
Alan C. Young & Associates, P.C.
Certified Public Accountants

MERCY-USA FOR AID
AND DEVELOPMENT
44450 Pinetree Drive, Suite 201 • Plymouth, MI 48170-3869
Telephone 734-454-0011 • 1-800-55-MERCY (1-800-556-3729)
Facsimile 734-454-0303
e-mail mercyusa@mercyusa.org • http://www.mercyusa.org
• Registered with the United States Agency for International Devolpment (USAID)
• Special Consultative Status with United Nations
• Member of InterAction

Other Mercy-USA Offices
Albania
Tirana
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Bosnia
Tuzla

Indonesia
Banda Aceh

Kenya
Nairobi

Somalia
Mogadishu
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Special ways to join
Mercy-USA in

Contribution / Pledge Form
Personal Information
Name_______________________________________________________
Address_____________________________________________________

“Helping People Help

City_______________________________________________________

Themselves”™

Country___________________ Work Phone______________________

State/Province_______________ Zip/Postal Code_______________

Home Phone______________________ Fax_____________________
E-mail_____________________________________________________

These special ways of joining
M-USA in this vital effort
include:
1) encouraging your employer
to match your donation, or
2) donating stocks, or

❑ One Time Donation ❑ Monthly Donation
❑ $10 ❑ $25 ❑ $50 ❑ $100 ❑ $250 ❑ Other $______
❑ Check
❑ Credit Card (Fill out Section A)
❑ Bank Auto Withdrawal (Fill out Section B)
❑ Pledge
I give my permission to Mercy-USA/Mercy-USA (Canada) to
withdraw from my Credit Card or Bank Account the amount I
have indicated above. I also understand that I may change or end a
monthly donation agreement at any time with a written notice.

A) Credit Card Information (Charged in US Currency)

3) making a bequest.

❑

❑

❑

❑

Account No.________________________________________________

Please call us at

Expiration Date____________________________________________

1-800-55MERCY
(1-800-556-3729)

Signature_________________________________________________

B) Banking Information (For Banks in the US Only)
Please include a voided check to avoid any delays due to
inaccurate data.

❑ Checking Account

to discuss options.

❑ Savings Account

Bank Route (ABA) No. (9 digits)_____________________________
Account No.________________________________________________

You may also participate in the

Starting with the _______/________/ 20_____

Automatic Giving Program; a gift

Signature__________________________________________________

of your choice is automatically

Date_______________________________________________________

deducted monthly from your

Please fill out the Personal Information section.
Kindly send your tax deductible donation made payable to:
Mercy-USA for Aid and Development

bank or major credit card

Important!
US Federal Tax # 38-2846307

44450 Pinetree Drive, Suite 201, Plymouth, MI 48170-3869

account

(please

clip

the

adjoining form and mail it along
with a voided check).

or
Mercy-USA for Aid and Development (Canada)
Canadian Federal Tax # 89458–5553–RR0001

Fiesta RPO P.O. Box 56102, 102 Hwy. #8, Stoney Creek, ON L8G 5C9
Canada
Telephone 734-454-0011
1-800-55-MERCY (1-800-556-3729)
Facsimile 734-454-0303

e-mail mercyusa@mercyusa.org

http://www.mercyusa.org

